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The Great Tram
Tour, Croydon

Early May saw two special charity tram tours
operate across London’s
Tramlink system, in aid of
the RNLI. The trips covered the majority of the
network, including the
depot at Therapia Lane.
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Following 9 years out of
service, Manx Tunnel car
7 returned to service in
June after a thorough
overhaul and repaint
into the original blue
and cream livery.

Read more on page 5.

713 runs to
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Blackpool Charity Calendar
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Just weeks after becoming one of the first
widended Balloons to
run in 2011, 713 has duly
become the first passenger tram to operate
under its own power to
the Starr Gate depot.

Read more on page 8.
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The highlight of the 2011 Enthusiasts’ Day at Crich was
undoutably the launch into service of Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ 166.
In a rare moment of sunshine, the tram is capture late in the day
at Stephenson Place. Jack Gordon

Andrew Blood

Well, we’ve done it! It might have taken us in excess of 18
months, but we are finally bang up to date on the release
of this, our 28th edition of the magazine. I just want to thank
everyone for their support and patience over the last year or
so whilst we have got to this stage, and I firmly believe that
we should now be able to stick to a timely release, though it
may take us a month or so longer to fulfil our ‘correct’ release
schedule due to numerous tramway events and my summer
holidays!
I’ll keep my editorial fairly brief this month and fill some
of the space with a few photographs of me during the Crich
Enthusiasts’ Day event, seen opposite. I’m sure this will come
as a relief to many who will only have to put up with a small
amount of my rambles for a change! The photographs show,
clockwise, me in the cab of Gateshead 5 during shunting, me
taking a break from the sweeping of the depot floor and, finally, myself and three other members of the workshop team
taking a well deserved ride on the inaugral run of Blackpool
166 in passenger service.
It’s another varied edition of the magazine this month,
with features coming from Crich, Blackpool and Croydon, as
well as two ‘special’ features from the London Underground
and Talyllyn Railway. Although not strictly tram-related, I have
included them as I believe that they may be of interest, the
Talyllyn of course being responsible for ‘finding’ the site of the
Tramway Museum at Crich, and my own personal affection
for the LUL system being my ‘justification’!
Some sad news to report is that we have had to alter
our plans for our last weekend 2011 tram tours in Blackpool.
Blackpool Transport have informed us that open-top Balloon
706 will now sadly not be available for service during 2011
(see story within), forcing us to alter the tramcars used for our
first tour on Saturday 5th. We will now be utlising Balloon 717
as a replacement car, and have also added Boat 600 to the
line-up, providing a unique experience of an open Boat car
in November! We hope that you will find these alterations to
your liking, and tickets can be booked from our website if
you wish to join us. Please note that Sunday’s tour with Twin
set 672/682 is not affected and is still as advertised.
Those of you who have already booked on to Satur-

day’s tour should by now also have received a letter asking
for you to confirm if you still want to join us.
The tram year for me is coming to a true start this month,
with my first visit of the year to Blackpool being at the end
of this week for the annual totallyTransport event. I may also
manage squeeze in a trip to the Heaton Park tramway on my
way back to Derbyshire on Monday morning. If you see me
around please do say ‘Hi!’. July, meanwhile, should see me
making a couple of trips over to Crich, and also a repeat visit
to the Beamish tramway, where I hope to be volunteering
for a week to complete my Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award.
You may remember the fantastic time I had for two days last
year with Cardiff 131 from Crich, and I would like to thank the
Museum for being able to accommodate me for an entire
week - I can’t wait!
Finally, if you sent any emails to us over the weekend
of June 18/19 and have not yet had a reply it would appreciated if they could be resent - we were performing some
maintenance on the web server that knocked out the mail
boxes for longer than we anticipated - many apologies.
Please enjoy the magazine.
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Andrew Blood

Welcome!

Traffic Notes

Latest News

Tramway re-opens to Little Bispham

As expected, the opening of the stretch of track between Cabin and
Little Bispham occurred from the beginning of services on May 27th,
although the initial period of operation did not pass without incident.
The honour of being the first passenger car over the re-opened
track fell to Centenary car 646, which was due to arrive at Little
Bispham at 9.48am. However delays on the promenade resulted in
the tram arriving 5 minutes late at Cabin and then being delayed
for a further 5 minutes at Lowther Avenue where track work was in
progress and it therefore left Little Bispham twelve minutes late on its
first southbound run which, on a 15 minute frequency, resulted in the
next car, 647, following close behind.
Further confusion arose when it was announced that the unloading platform at Little Bispham was out of action and therefore
all passengers were asked to alight at the stop before the terminus,
Norbreck North, whilst the tram continued empty to Little Bispham to
reverse.
This inconvenient practise remained in force for the first three
journeys of the day, performed by 646, 647 and 762. However, by
the time the fourth tram, 644, arrived the problems appeared to
have been solved and Little Bispham was again accessible to alighting passengers. The final tram in use on the inaugural day was 648,
with Brush car 630 also making its daily appearance on driver training duties.
The timetable for the new service reveals that, as expected,
five trams will operate for the bulk of the day, with only two required
for the evening service. Trams have been given 6 minutes recovery time at Little Bispham and 5 at Pleasure Beach, although in the
evenings this reduces to only 3 minutes at Little Bispham and 4 at
Pleasure Beach.
With the enforced 4 mile an hour speed limits in place at various points on the tramway, to assist with platform construction, it
is hoped that the reduction in stack time compared to the previous timetable will not result in excessive late running and/or trams
turning short. All weekday trams will be drawn from the Centenary
and Jubilee class, although conductors are now being employed
at weekends which should see Balloon Cars return to the scheduled
service until they take over full time sometime in July.
The main weakness in the new timetable is on the first southbound journey. With the service beginning at the same time of the
morning as under the previous timetable, but now running further,
the first tram south does not leave North Pier until 10.04, which is
probably the latest time in the history of the tramway for this location to see its first service south. AB
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

p Jubilee car 762 is seen passing Gynn Sqyare on May 6th 2011, wearing a new advertising livery for the Pleasure Beach’s Nickelodeon Land. Andrew Blood

Jubilee car 762 is rejected by Crich
In a shock announcement, the Tramway Museum Society has confirmed that they have
declined the offer of Jubilee car 762, the last
built Blackpool double-deck tramcar, from
Blackpool Transport Service (BTS).
The tram was one of six that were due
to be moving to the National Museum in
Derbyshire once their service lives in Blackpool were finished, but an unexpected
U-turn has now been made and 762 will not
be embarking on the journey south.
For many, 762 represents the ultimate
development of the British double-deck
tramcar, boasting high-capacity one-person
operation, as well as improved passenger
flow over its sister 761. Although it was destined to remain a one-off, it gives a glimpse
of just how the double-deck tramcar could
have progressed had more towns and cities
4

persevered with tramways in the 1950s and
60s.
The reasons cited for the rejection
is due to a poor uptake in the depot appeal that was launched for the incoming
Blackpool tramcars last year, however the
decision to reject 762 must be questioned
when the far less important - and already
duplicated at Crich - acquisition of Brush 630
is continuing.
It is hoped that the Society will rethink
their decision following the poor reception
of this news by enthusiasts. The decision also
surely makes the future of the other acquisitions, Brush 630, Centenary 648 and Twin
Set 672/682 less certain, however Boat 607
should have a safe path ahead of it thanks
to the appeal to return it to operational condition that was launched last year. JG
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Isle of Man update

by Andrew
Blood

p Tunnel car 7 is seen at Laxey in September 2010, newly outshopped
in its blue and cream livery. David Martin

Latest News

Tunnel car 7 returns to service
Following a very chequered recent history,
Manx Electric Railway Car 7 has now reentered service, carrying passengers for the
first time since it was withdrawn in 2002.
The Tunnel car was originally sidelined
to become a temporary member of the permanent way fleet but, following a couple of
winters of outside storage and total neglect
in this role, it was finally withdrawn in 2006,
looking dilapidated.
The plight of this historic 1894 veteran
was deplored by enthusiasts and even the
Manx Government became involved, asking
questions as to why the tram had been allowed to deteriorate to such a level.
Thankfully for 7, an overhaul was
planned and commenced in 2006. Such
was its state by this time that this has involved extensive work, including a large
amount of new bodywork where the original
had rotted.
It was decided to repaint 7 into an

Itinerary for Manx Heritage Transport Festival unveiled
The full itinerary for the five day Manx Heritage
Transport Festival, being held on the Isle of Man between July 27th and 31st, have now been released
by the Transport department.
The programme of events encompasses both
the tram and steam train lines, with different days
dedicated to different aspects of the islands vintage
transport, although strangely the horse tramway has
taken a back seat for 2011.
The festival begins on the Wednesday with a
welcome evening and operation of the Groudle
Glen Railway, for which there will be a connecting
Manx Electric Railway tram running between Douglas and Groudle, a rare chance for a late evening
ride along this line.
Thursday and Friday sees the main focus being
the steam railway, although there is a rare chance
to see behind the scenes of the Manx Electric, with
guided tours around Derby Castle car sheds being
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

offered between 10am and 2pm on the Friday. The
depot is home to some stored trams, such as Crossbench ‘Ratchet’ car 18, which very rarely sees the
light of day.
The focus of the festival moves onto the tramways over the last two days, with the Manx Electric
Railway naturally being in the forefront of the action.
This begins on the Saturday with the official launch
of newly restored blue and white Tunnel car 7, due
to take place at Derby Castle at 9am. Car 7, with
matching trailer 48 in tow, will then form the 9.40am
departure from Douglas to allow passengers to experience this freshly overhauled tram.
Continuing the theme of visits to usually inaccessible parts of the system, there will be organised
tours of Laxey substation and it is also planned to
have every southbound tram pause at the picturesque location of Bulgham Bay to allow passengers
to alight to take photographs. Throughout the day,
5

approximation of its original 1984 livery,
which was thought to be blue and cream
and the tram has duly emerged in this style,
complete with ‘Douglas and Laxey Electric
Tramway’ lettering along the bodyside.
The tram duly returned to service on
June 5th, helping to cater for the crowds
visiting the island for the annual TT motor
racing.
Also returning to use on this day was
trailer 48, which has now become 7’s partner, painted in a matching blue and white
livery. This trailer had been disused since
a major derailment in 2008 and has also
undergone attention to its bodywork whilst
under repair.
Both trams will no doubt see extensive
use this season as they are now the pride
of the Manx Electric fleet and will no doubt
feature heavily in the forthcoming Victorian
Weekend event on July 2nd and 3rd and the
Enthusiast week planned for the end of July.

passenger and non-passenger items of rolling stock
will be displayed at Laxey.
Moving on to the last day, the photo stops at
Bulgham Bay are due to be repeated, but the highlight of the day is the opportunity for a guided tour
around the Snaefell Depot, which can be sampled
during the morning. Also, one of the Manx Electric’s
most powerful trams, Crossbench Car 33, will be in
service pulling two trailers, departing from Derby
Castle at 10.10am.
Although our interest is in the tramway related
events, there is also a varied package across the
Island being offered, all of which should provide
transport enthusiasts with plenty of novelty and variety throughout the five days.
Tramways Monthly will be visiting the island during the Festival and will bring you detailed coverage
both on our news site and Facebook page.
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Another bearing failure for 167
The trials and tribulations of Blackpool
Pantograph 167 have continued, following
another failure during the Beside the Seaside
event being held at Crich on May 30th.
The event had seen the operation
of seven trams, with 167 being joined by
London 1622, Glasgow 22 and 812, MET 331,
Leeds 180 and Berlin 3006, with Cardiff 131
also putting in an appearance. Unfortunately, poor weather prevented the use of the
more typical seaside trams Blackpool 166
and Fleetwood 2.
Pantograph 167s day however was
destined to be cut short when, around
11.45am, it suffered a seized motor bearing
at the Glory Mine terminus. This is a repeat of
the same fault which it suffered at Bispham
p Blackpool Pantograph 167 seen on May 29th about to take on another load of passengers at Town End, only 24 hours before it failed with
another bearing problem. Andrew Blood

Manx Electric Railway 1 ‘condemned’

The Manx Electric Railway has
been pulled up by the Health
and Safety Inspectorate, over
the use of the oldest surviving
tram on the line.
MER car 1, which dates
from the line’s opening in 1893,
was found to have cracked
axles during an examination last
season, in common with other
items of Manx rolling stock. The
tram was prohibited from being
used further.
Unlike other trams, car 1
did not have its axles repaired,
meaning it had to remain sidelined, however it appears that
the Transport Department had
received a private hire booking
from a party some months ago
that specifically requested car

1, and, after careful consideration, it was agreed to honour the
booking.
However, following this use,
a prohibition notice was served
on the tram by the Health and
Safety Inspectorate, meaning
that 1 is not to be used again
under any circumstances until
the axles are fully repaired - despite the Transport Department
arguing that the worst case
scenario of a failed axle would
be that the tram merely ground
to a halt.
Sadly, there is no timescale
available at present for the repairs to be undertaken, meaning
that car 1 could be out of service for a long time to come. JG
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in September last year, which prevented it
from taking part in the majority of the Blackpool 125 celebrations.
Following the procedure undertaken in
Blackpool last year, 167 was stabled for the
majority of the day at Glory Mine and recovered later to the workshop with the help of
the Blackpool loco.
The failure of 167 must be frustrating for
the workshop team at Crich, especially as
the bearing which failed is the one which
had recently been repaired following its
Blackpool mishap. Hopefully, the reason behind this can be traced and its loan period
to Beamish in September is not put in doubt
by this latest unfortunate development. AB

More Blackpool trams sidelined in 2011
The fitting of transponder equipment to additional Blackpool trams for the 2011 season
is now thought to be extremely unlikely,
meaning that some of the more interesting
trams in the fleet are destined to spend the
entire year tucked up in Rigby Road depot.
When the ban on non transponder
fitted trams was introduced from the beginning of this season, it was announced that
BTS had two spare sets of this vital equipment, needed for trams to exit depot by
activating the new signals installed at Manchester Square.
It was hoped that Coronation car 660
and open-top Balloon ‘Princess Alice’ 706
would be the recipients of these to allow
them to return to use for the busy Illuminations period. However, it now seems that
Blackpool Transport cannot factor in the
necessary work, which would include installing mini invertors, as has been undertaken
on Balloon 715.
The works are currently committed to
completing the widening of the Balloons
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and therefore there is no space to accommodate 660 or 706. It is still the intention to
return these two trams to service, plus others
such as Bolton 66 and Standard 143, but this
is unlikely before 2012, when spare transponder equipment will be available from
the withdrawn Centenary, Jubilee, Twin and
Brush car fleets.
Indeed, so many trams are planned
to be sidelined at the end of this season
that BTS will probably end up with a surfeit
of transponder equipment with sixteen sets
potentially becoming available for re-use
The decision not to convert any further
trams will probably spell the end for some
trams which had seen use last year, none of
which have transponders nor have a future
on the upgraded tramway. It looks like all of
these have already run their last journeys in
Blackpool, although with such a limited fleet
available for 2011 it remains to be seen how
BTS cope with the busy Illumination evenings
ahead. AB
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Balloon 710 becomes a TV star
Less than a week after emerging from
the depths of the depot for its part in
the recent charity calendar photo
shoot, withdrawn Balloon car 710 has
returned to the limelight, this time featuring on television.
The tram was used on June 1st,
along with a number of others, to help
promote the relaunch of Tram Sunday,
which is due to take place on Sunday
July 17th this year.
Having been forced to cancel
last years events due to rising costs
and the disruption caused by the
track work in Fleetwood and breaking
an uninterrupted run which stretched
back to 1985, the organisers have

Progress with Heaton
Park’s extension

returned even more determined to
make this years event a success.
To this end, the press and other
guests were invited to the depot in order to gain some valuable publicity for
the event. Balloon 710 was joined for
the launch by Jubilee car 761, modified Balloon 700, Centenary car 646
and the Illuminated Trawler 737.
Initially all five trams were lined
up in Blundell Street but 700 and 761
were soon moved onto Hopton Road,
where they were also joined by a
vintage fire engine from the Leyland
Museum.
646 and 761 carried promotional
posters for Tram Sunday on their side

The much anticipated extension of the Heaton Park tramway towards the café is fast
becoming a reality, with a lot of effort being
undertaken by the volunteer track gang to
ensure imminent completion.
The double track extension now
stretches beyond the current Lakeside terminus, with one line almost completed and
requiring only a few minor adjustments. The
points are now in place and work on the
other track should be undertaken soon to
allow the full route to open.
All three trams, Blackpool 7, Manchester 765 and Blackpool 752 have appeared
on the extension, operating as far as the set
of points, providing a taster for when it will
be common to see trams running along this
line.
An opening date has yet to be fixed
but with the concerted efforts being made
it should not be long before the trams are a
familiar sight outside the café. AB
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panelling and cab end respectively,
whilst 710 was adorned with posters
for Tram Sunday and for others which
have provided sponsorship to both
Tram Sunday and its new owners, the
Friends of Fleetwood Trams; these covering most of the lower deck saloon
windows.
Several promotional shots were
taken, including some with school
children from Rossall and other invited
guests and then an interviewer from
Granada TV appeared, taking footage of 710 from both inside and out.
The resulting interview was aired
on Granada Reports that evening,
with the interviewer also referring to

Three old friends return

June has seen three old friends returning to the tracks
on three very different tramways. All three have been
absent for prolonged periods but, following attention
from their owners, two have begun passenger operation,
whilst the third looks set to debut soon.
The oldest of the trio is Newcastle 114. The much
anticipated return to use at Beamish for this 1901 built
veteran has now occurred following an extensive overhaul and repaint.
A thorough running in programme had highlighted
a hot motor bearing and this is still being monitored but
in the meantime it has resumed its work of carrying passengers once again.
The tram looks resplendent in its revised livery and
hopefully its open top deck will prove popular during the
coming summer months.
Over in Blackpool and the future is continuing to
emerge, with the modified Balloon cars gradually returning to the prom, albeit it only on test runs for the time
being.
700, 713 and 720 have already made the debuts
in their all over white paintwork but the latest returnee
is sister car 718, now adorned with an all over advert for
the new Madam Tussards attraction near Central Pier.
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the coming of the Supertrams and the
fact that 2011 is to be the last season
of traditional tram operation in Blackpool.
Balloon 710 is, of course, no
stranger to television stardom, having
famously killed Alan Bradley in ‘Coronation Street’ back in 1989, an event
still widely discussed amongst passengers on the trams today.
Its moment of fame over, 710 was
returned to storage within the depot
to await its next chance for fame
which, if rumours are to be believed,
shouldn’t be too long in coming…
watch this space! AB

The main colours of the new vinyl wrap are red and
purple, with various celebrity pictures along the bodyside and cab ends.
Strangely, the pictures on the ends are obscured
by the destination screen and cab windows, giving the
impression that some of the celebrities featured have
been decapitated!
The passenger debut for the widened Balloons is still
awaited, but with the lack of available double deckers
this year, their return to use can not be very far away.
The third tram making a comeback is Metrolink
2001, the first of the second generation trams, which has
been out of use since 2007.
This tram has been suffering from a mysterious and
recurring fault, which saw the emergency brakes locking
on without warning. All attempts at rectifying the problem had ended in failure and at one stage it looked like
the tram would never return to passenger service.
However, following expert advice from Bombardier
engineers and a thorough re-wire the tram resumed
trouble free service from June 7th, also debuting in the
revised livery with more aquamarine now being applied
to the first and second generation trams. AB
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Blackpool - a Bank Holiday of disasters
The Bank Holiday period in Blackpool has
proved to be a difficult time for the trams,
with the combination of outside factors, bad
luck and some unusual decisions by Blackpool Transport combining to make this a
weekend most people would rather forget!
The decision to roster conductors
meant that a crew operated service could
be operated and on the Saturday Balloon
cars 711, 717, 719 and 723 plus Jubilee car
762 were the five cars allocated to the core
service. Brush car 632 and Centenary cars
647 and 648 also appeared as specials.
Unfortunately, the tramway was destined to be severely disrupted during the
day due to a planned march by the English
Defence League, which resulted in all services between Pleasure Beach and North Pier
being suspended for four hours.
Trams operated as normal on the section north of North Pier, but loadings were
inevitably affected with the tramway being
unable to serve the Pleasure Beach.
Into the evening and, as expected, the
specials and service cars began returning to
the depot, leaving the scheduled half hourly
service in the hands of two Balloon cars.
However, due to a driver not turning up
and no replacement being available, just
723 continued alone, reducing the service
to hourly operated by one tram.
Several unwanted records were broken
during this evening. The lowest turnout of
trams ever to run on the tramway, the poorest service frequency ever provided and the
only time a single tram has ever maintained
the service. The fact that it was a Bank Holiday evening just added insult to injury.
Having reached the bottom of the
barrel it was hoped that the weekend would
pick up but unfortunately Sunday was again
a day plagued by disaster. The day began
with the same five deckers operating the
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

service and specials again in the hands of
632 and 648. Unfortunately, like the previous day, the full line was destined not to be
available for long.
719 was an early failure, requiring attention to a minor fault but it was 711 which
was destined to bring the tramway into further chaos when it smashed its pantograph
at Bispham and damaged some span wires.
The service was cut to Cabin whilst the overhead crews attended to the stranded tram
and attempted to repair the damage.
Unfortunately, proving that disasters
often come together, a power failure soon
after caused the route to be further cut to
run from North Pier to Pleasure Beach only,
leaving the majority of the line without any
services. By the time the full line re-opened
in the late afternoon most of the trams were
heading to depot and again only one tram
was left running an hourly service although,
thankfully, this was soon rectified.
Onto the Monday and, unbelievably,
for the second year running, no conductors
were employed on this day as it isn’t classed
as being a weekend! Consequently, the
Centenary cars worked the main service,
with 643, 645, 646, 647 and 648 employed.
Specials were also employed using the
remaining three cars of this class meaning
that for the first time this year all eight centenary cars were on the prom.
Oddly, there was no effort made to
allocate the higher capacity Jubilee cars
to compensate for the loss of the Balloons,
although the loadings throughout the day
gave no problems for the single deckers.
And so ended one of the most disruptive periods of operation in the tramway’s
history - BTS’ reputation has certainly not
been improved and visitors and locals
must be wondering when, if ever, a normal
trouble free service will operate. AB
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p Widened Balloon car 713 is seen on the new depot fan at Starr Gate
whilst undergoing clearance trials on June 6th, as engineers and tramway officials watch on. Old Nicklonian

Balloon 713 visits Starr Gate

The first double deck passenger car to venture south of Pleasure
Beach since 2009 occurred on Monday June 6th when rebuilt Balloon car 713 made the journey to the new Starr Gate depot and was
used to test clearance around the site.
Previously the only trams seen south of Pleasure Beach have
been Engineering car 754, reel wagon 750 and Brush car 631, which
were all used to prepare the overhead line in the early months of
this year
It is ironic that the honour of being the first of the new Balloons
to Starr Gate fell to 713 as this tram was, of course, the very first
enclosed Balloon Car to be delivered to Blackpool back in 1934.
The Blackpool Gazette newspaper reported on 713’s historic journey
by stating that the first of the heritage fleet had made the journey
south, although many were left wondering whether 713, in its rebuilt
guise with CCTV, bulging platforms and modern interior, really can
be classed as a genuine heritage vehicle any longer.
Hopefully, the results of the clearance tests were positive and
it wont be much longer before the retained Balloon cars make the
journey from Rigby Road to Starr Gate on a permanent basis. AB
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Blackpool’s tramways of the past revealed

International News

Remnants of Blackpool’s tramway past
have been appearing this week, emerging
from decades buried beneath the layers of
tarmac.
Along Dickson Road, behind the
Imperial Hotel, the road has recently been
subjected to unprecedented levels of traffic due to the closure of the promenade
forcing all southbound vehicles along the
back road. This has resulted in the collapse
of a sewer along this stretch, an occurrence
which has happened frequently in Blackpool throughout the winter.
The subsequent excavation and repair
revealed stretches of track which had lain
undisturbed since the route closed in 1963,
making it highly likely that the majority of
the double track along Dickson Road still
remains buried beneath the road.
Unconnected to this, the begin-

First tramway opens in Morocco

ning of the platform construction at Gynn
Square has involved excavating part of the
pavement, which has revealed an even
older stretch of track. Small fragments have
emerged of the loop line which formally
existed at this point, laid in 1924 primarily to
allow specials from Fleetwood to terminate
without impedeing the through service.
Rarely used by trams, it was soon disconnected, although not before providing
the venue for the prototype English Electric
Railcoach 200 to be unveiled in 1933.
No doubt once the current works are
completed both stretches of track will once
again become buried to await the time
when their slumbers are disturbed again and
they can once more remind us of the Blackpool tramway of the past. AB
• Thanks to Brian Turner for additional
information.

q The former loop line at Gynn Square again appears from beneath the ground. This view shows
the stop construction under way with the former rails to the siding visible. Andrew Blood

A brand new tramway system has commenced operation in the
Moroccan capital of Rabat.
Continuing the world wide boom in new tramway construction, this system is the first tramway to serve Morocco and, as such,
received a very auspicious opening on May 18th when King Mohammed II visited the city and formally launched the service. Following this there were three days in which all rides were free to allow
customers to try out the new tramway, with fare operation coming
into force on May 23rd. Currently the system consists of two lines.
The system is being operated by the highly successful Alstom
Citadis trams, which are still in the process of delivery. By the end of
the year it is expected that the full fleet of 44 vehicles will be available and it is intended then to operate 38 of them as 19 coupled
pairs, leaving six trams to work singly. All trams have been given an
all over silver grey livery.
Transdev, the operator of transport systems throughout the
world, including, most famously, Melbourne’s Yarra trams, have assumed control of the system, which is expected to expand over the
next few years, ultimately reaching a network of four lines. AB

p The beginning of June saw the last public running of Duewag trams in
Dusseldorf after many decades of service in their home town. A special “last
day” event for the trams took place on June 10th. Here, we see tram 2665 on
the turning loop at Dusseldorf Unterrath back on March 23rd. It will now form a
route 707 service back to the University via the Hauptbahnhof. This was one of
the last regular routes that these iconic trams were regularly used on. Ian Buck
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Crich Enthusiasts’ Tram Event 2011
by Andrew Blood and Jack Gordon

The annual Enthusiasts Day held at Crich Tramway Village was, as usual, an action packed event, filled with memorable highlights and reflecting the hard work that
had gone in behind the scenes to make it a success. The event followed the same successful format as previous years with as a chance to ride on all of the currently serviceable trams plus an opportunity to view some rarely seen vehicles making an appearance in daylight.
day’s activities. After the obligatory
Fleetwood 2, Leeds 180 and Southampton 45, which
cup of workshop tea, the team got to gave a good mix of open top, balcony, fully enwork, performing a couple of exams
closed and single deck.
to ensure that all of the operational
As the passenger service began in earnest,
tram fleet would be available for
the workshop staff began to make their contribuservice, and taking the newly-overtion to the event, bringing out the first of the nonhauled Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ 166 out
runners onto the depot yard for their chance in the
on a secret test run to Glory Mine and limelight. Unlike in previous years, trams housed in
back shortly after 8.30am, ahead of
the Exhibition Hall or Depots 5 and 6 were unable
its launch later in the day.
to feature as these building require the traverser,
Meanwhile, the depots began
which was unavailable.
to be emptied of the day’s service
However, the first line up, commemorating the
cars, lining them up at Town End and
50th anniversary of the closure of the Grimsby and
allowing the workshop team free acImmingham Light Railway was very well received.
cess on the depot fan for the day’s
Gateshead 5, which had also operated in Grimsby
lineups.
as car 20 after withdrawal from Gateshead, was
Come 10am and there was a
joined by the original Grimsby and Immingham 14,
healthy queue of enthusiasts waiting
a tram which rarely sees daylight and one of the
outside the entrance
The highlight of the event for many is the
to the Museum. Shortly
chance to ride on a varied selection of the Muafterwards, the day’s proceedings
suem’s vintage trams, with as many of the operatkicked off with a procession of trams,
ing fleet as possible pressed into passenger carrying
forming on the main line and slowly
duties. The logistics of this is always difficult, but with
made its way to Wakebridge.
trams running in convoys of three or four, numerous
Cars rostered for the morning
colourful and interesting combinations can be seen. were Blackpool 40, Chesterfield 7,
It was an early start for the Museum’s keen volBlackpool 167, Berlin 3006, Sheffield
unteers - including your Editor - with many arriving
74, Glasgow 812, Leeds 399, MET 331,
at around 8am - some before - to prepare for the
p Blackpool 40, Leeds 399 and Sheffield 74 are
seen in a typical ‘Tramathon’ scene in the Village street. Cameron Sharp
uu Gateshead 5 and Grimsby & Immingham 14
formed the first photographic line-up of the day.
Jack Gordon
u The ‘Last Day’ headboard from the G&I system
is on display in the depot. Jack Gordon
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few still to carry passengers at Crich.
To faciliate this, the Museum’s works fleet was
also dragged from their normal residence on track
4, into daylight and then onto track 5. This also provided the opportunity to get further photographs
of last year’s Enthusiasts’ Day star Leeds TW2, albeit
now sadly non-operational, as well as the newlyconstructed TW4, amongst others.
Whilst these trams were the focus of all eyes
and cameras, the service trams began to return to
depot for crews to take a break. Some were destined to remain out throughout the day, but 7, 812,
331 and 74 were retired early and replacements
cars, in the form of Glasgow 22, Johannesburg 60
and London 1622 were drafted in.
This meant that a total of fourteen different
trams had operated but this was due to increase.
Hidden in the depths of the workshop, keeping
Leeds 345 and London United 159 company, was a
very special surprise for the visitors. Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ 166, newly overhauled and repainted was
confidently expected to treat visitors to a further
test run that afternoon. However, the big surprise
was that the tram was not being tested but would
actually be launched into service, carrying ordinary

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

passengers.
Shortly before 2pm 166
emerged from the workshop and
was parked on the depot fan with
Standard 40 behind, looking fantastic in their matching 1920s Blackpool
liveries. Following a photo call with
the workshop staff who had skilfully
brought her back to life, 166 set off
on her inaugural run to Glory Mine.
Looking immaculate, and despite the
occasional light showers, 166 then remained in service and, appropriately
was paired with Rack 2 on most of its
runs – the sight of the two crossbench
cars being a particularly memorable
one.
Returning to the depot fan and
the next line up was being prepared
– this time themed on trams which
would shortly be receiving workshop attention.
Sheffield 510, the next TSO project, was first to be
dragged into daylight and was then positioned with
Liverpool 869 and Berlin 3006. The former remained
on display but 3006 soon returned to service and
869 had a journey up to Glory Mine
for the benefit of the gathered photographers, although no passengers
were carried.
Cardiff 131 also appeared on
a few journeys, driven by a member
of the workshop staff, meaning that
during the course of the day, seventeen trams had appeared on the
mainline, fifteen of them in passenger
service. With the Blackpool Loco busy
on shunting duties, a further four had
appeared on the depot track fan,
meaning that the cameras of visitors
were kept busy throughout the day.
The team in the workshop
meanwhile had taken advantage of
having the depots empty of stored
trams to give the floors a good
11

sweep, raising clouds of dust but ensuring a much
improved environment for the trams to return to.
At around 5pm the event began to wind
down as the crowds who had kept the trams busy
all day began to disperse. The workshop team,
however, were kept occupied right to the end with
a minor fault on 166 needing to be attended to.
Trams were gradually withdrawn and returned to
the depot and, just after 6pm, the final departures
from Town End brought the curtain down on another very successful Enthusiasts Day.
The combined efforts of the workshop and
traffic staff had ensured that interest was maintained throughout the day and their efforts to
provide an interesting and varied programme are
to be congratulated, in particular Dan Heeley and
Peter Whiteley for their generous donations, which
allowed the necessary repairs to be made to Blackpool 166.
p Star-of-the show Blackpool 166 is seen, along with
fellow Blackpool car Standard 40, under ominous skies
on the depot fan, shortly after its launch. Jack Gordon
t The final line-up of the day centred around trams
soon to be entering the workshops - here we see Berlin
3006, Liverpool 869 and Sheffield 510. Cameron Sharp
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pt The highlight of the day as far as the static exhibits went was undoubtably the appearance of Grimsby & Immingham 14 on the depot
fan. Normally entombed at the very back of depot two, the anniversary
of the closure of the system provided the perfect excuse to remove the
works cars from in front of the tram and pull it out into the daylight for the
first time in 4 years. Jack Gordon
p Blackpool 166 ended the day in much the same was as it started it,
on a workshop outing following a busy afternoon in passenger service,
running with near-full loads on every trip. The tram is pictured at the
Glory Mine terminus, looking spectacular with its newly-painted ‘Circular Tour’ boards looking much more authentic than the previous black.
Coupled with the coloured festoon lighting, fitted three years ago during
the tram’s previous overhaul, it really does look a treat! Jack Gordon
t Believe it or not there was a serious purpose to the day and for extracting so many trams out of the depot and onto the fan. 2011’s Enthusiasts’ Day just happened to fall on the same day as the annual cleaning
of the depot floor, which occupied the workshop team for the bulk of
the day. No doubt the interesting poses from three members comes
from being cocooned inside the depths of the workshop for the last 364
days! Jack Gordon
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p 2PM marked the re-launch into service of the sole-surviving Blackpool ‘Toastrack’ car, number 166. The tram was driven out of the workshop - where it had hidden for the morning - in synchronisation with
similarly liveried Standard 40, with the trams then being posed side-byside for the assembled masses. The opportunity was also taken for John
Shawcross, Board Member for the Workshop, left, to publicly thank the
two people who’s generous donations allowed the tram to return to service, Dan Heeley, centre and Peter Whiteley, right. Jack Gordon
pu Cardiff 131 is no stranger to these pages and since being launched
two years ago has become the flagship of the Crich fleet, operating
regularly both as a driver training vehicle but also for the purpose that it
was intended - the watering and grinding of the Crich track. For 2011 it
was the only works car to operate on the mainline. Jack Gordon
u A trip on board 131 allows for some unique photographic opportunities to be taken advantage of - we’ve featured a few of these ‘over-thetank’ shots in the past, but none actually of the tram in service on the
line! London Transport 1622 can be seen in the distance, as 131 approaches the start of the double track at Cliffside. Jack Gordon
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t Enthusiasts’ Day typically sees colourful convoys of trams passing
each other on the line, and 2011 was no different. Blackpool meets
Leeds in this view at Wakebridge, with Blackpool 166, Fleetwood ‘Rack’
2 and Leeds 180 waiting to go north to Glory Mine, as Leeds 399 becomes the first tram into view of the southbound flotilla. Andrew Blood
qt Sadly the star of 2010’s Enthusiasts’ Day, Leeds Tower Wagon 2, is
once more confined to the depths of the depot, not being in an operational state. However, the need to extract Grimsby and Immingham 14
from its slumber did allow the tram to make an appearance into daylight in 2011, being sat at the front of track 5 during the day, heading
a line-up of works cars including the modern tower wagon TW4, diesel
locomotive GMJ and the ex-Glasgow welding truck. Andrew Blood
q The workshop takes on a blue-and-cream feel at the moment, with
London United Tramways 159 and Leeds 345 being the current major
workshop projects. 159 was moved from its long-term space at the
back of track three earlier this year into the space on road two that is
normally allocated to overhaul projects, reflecting the fact that this tram
is now nearing the end of its lengthy restoration period. 345 has taken
up its place on the accomodation truck, and is undergoing remedial
attention to bring it back into the operational fleet. Andrew Blood
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Blackpool Charity Calendar Photoshoot by Andrew Blood

Even though it is only June, one group made up of Blackpool Transport employees and tramway enthusiasts are thinking ahead to 2012 and have begun the production of a charity calendar featuring images of the trams in Blackpool and being published in support of Children with Lukemia.
An inaugural calendar was produced for 2011 in support of this very worthscale model of the Flexity tram, formerly on display at the Solaris Centre near
while charity but for next year the organisers have achieved an even greater
Harrowside, providing an interesting contrast between the old and the new.
feat. With full backing of Blackpool Transport, a number of stored and long term
The organisers of these events are to be congratulated in achieving the
withdrawn trams emerged from their graveyard at the back of Rigby Road deimpossible and allowing the withdrawn trams the chance to return to the limepot on May 25th in order to be photographed and take starring roles in the new
light, albeit briefly, as is Blackpool Transport for supporting this charity event. The
calendar.
calendar, when completed, is expected to be available by mail order, at the
The six trams, consisting of Brush car 625, Railcoach 680, Balloons 708 and
Blackpool Transport shop on Market Street and on selected trams later this year
710, OMO 8 and Boat 605, were initially lined up alongside the Fitting Shop beand will certainly be worth investing in for such rare images.
fore, one by one, running the length of Hopton Road, where photographs were
Tramways Monthly was present throughout the photo shoot and it is hoped
taken. For many of these trams this was their longest run for many years and the
the images reproduced here will whet readers appetites and persuade many
first time some had seen daylight for a lengthy period.
of you to invest in a copy when it is released, especially as many of the trams
Other trams to feature within the calendar include the Western Train, which featured are expected to be leaving the tramway for pastures new before the
had been taken on a special run to the Pleasure Beach earlier in the week and
end of 2012.
Standard 147, which was specially posed at Pleasure Beach alongside the large

t Last used in passenger service at the
end of the 2004 season, Balloon 708 made a
last appearance on the promenade in March
2006 as part of a snow clearing run. It still retains its snowplough at one end, although with
a couple of boarded up windows and thick
layer of dust it currently presents a sorry sight.
Destined ultimately for Heaton Park, the tram is
seen on Hopton Road.
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u Owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust, Boat 605 was withdrawn from service in October 2009 and is currently stored awaiting a
decision on its future. Expected to be transferred on loan to Birkenhead
last year, this deal was thwarted when Merseytravel failed to take over
the running of the heritage tramway and it therefore looks set to remain
in Rigby Road for the time being.

t The calendar shoot provided the first opportunity of seeing
Railcoach 680 in the daylight wearing its all over cream livery applied
in September 2010. Having been withdrawn from service at the end of
the 2008 season, 680 is currently awaiting depot accommodation to
become available at Heaton Park when it can begin to carry passengers once again.
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t Owned by the Friends of Fleetwood Trams, Balloon 710 currently
retains its Line 7 inspired purple and yellow livery having been withdrawn
from service in 2007. Still appearing relatively smart, the tram stands on
Hopton Road, looking almost as if it is being dispatched onto the prom
for a day on specials.

u OMO 8, owned by the Lancastrian Transport Trust and restored
to service for last years 125th anniversary celebrations, heads this line
up on trams on Blundell Street. 8 is the only one of the trams used for the
calendar which is currently considered serviceable but unfortunately,
as it lacks transponder equipment, the chance of seeing it in use on the
promenade this season is looking very unlikely.
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p The tram which has been stored the longest out of

those used for the charity calendar is Brush car 625,
which last ran in November 2004. Although covered
in a thick layer of grime, the tram still remains able to
move under its own power and retains its side panel
adverts for Pricebusters long after the actual store
has closed
down. 625 has reportedly been sold, alhttp://www.tramways-monthly.com
though its new owners have yet to be confirmed.
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60 Years of the Talyllyn by Tom Free

On the weekend of May 14/15, the Talyllyn Railway Preservation Society (TRPS) celebrated its 60th anniversary
with special trains throughout the weekend. Some trains were double-headed by locos Talyllyn and Dolgoch,
which are the two original locos, dating back to 1864.
Loco No. 2, Dolgoch, has recently underin celebration, and all running steam locos (Talyllyn,
gone a complete rebuild, with many parts beDolgoch, Sir Haydn, Edward Thomas & Tom Rolt)
ing replaced, including a new boiler, which was
were present throughout the evening.
manufactured by the Severn Valley Railway. This
On the Sunday, a photographic charter
new boiler has been made to be as authentic as
formed of Dolgoch and loco No. 4 Edward Thomas
possible, while keeping in line with modern safety
headed up the line, stopping at unusual locations
regulations. The return of this locomotive to service
for interesting photographs. The usual 10.30 train
by this weekend was very important because it was
was also a double header, this time with Talyllyn
the loco that hauled the first preservation-era train
and loco No. 3 Sir Haydn, so again many different
back in 1951, so it was needed again to recreate
photos were taken.
this train.
This event was one of few taking place at the
Saturday was the official return of Dolgoch to
railway over the year, with the next being an allservice, and once a short ceremony took place, it
night steam on June 4/5. Of course, none of these
led the recreation train up the line. This train, formed
events could have taken place without the dediof the loco, carriages 1 to 4, and guards van no. 5,
cation of TRPS volunteers, particularly those that
all dated back to the 19th century, so was truly an
helped with the rebuilding Dolgoch and the running
authentic ride up the line.
of these special trains.
On the Saturday afternoon, original locos TalylThanks must also be given to the generous
lyn and Dolgoch formed a double headed train all
donations from many members of the public, and
the way up the line, and one of the drivers from the
also to Steam Railway, who featured Dolgoch’s
first train had a footplate ride on some of this journew boiler as the subject of their latest appeal, and
ney. On the Saturday evening, a hog roast was held
in doing so raised thousands of extra pounds for the
cause.
For those who do not know much about
the railway, here is some background, and
some information about its link to the Crich
Tramway. The railway was first opened in
1866 to carry slate from the Bryn Eglwys quarry inland, to the mainline at Tywyn, where it
could then be moved around the UK.
At this time, the railway was also authorised by an Act of Parliament to carry passengers using steam power, and was the first
to be authorised this way. In 1910, the railway
and slate quarries were bought by Henry
Haydn Jones, who was a local landowner,
and was later elected the Liberal MP for

Special Feature

Merioneth.
The railway struggled to make a profit in the
years that followed, despite the building boom after
World War 1, and the tourism boom of the 1920s. In
1946, the quarry suffered a major collapse, and was
shut because it became unsafe. This meant that
the railway no longer had any slate to transport,
but Haydn Jones had promised to keep the railway
running, and a small service was run through the
summer months. Haydn Jones died in 1950, but the
railway continued to run until the end of the season.
This could have been the end of the railway,
but a group of enthusiasts from the Birmingham
area, led by the author Tom Rolt, formed the Talyllyn
Railway Preservation Society (TRPS) and bought the

t Loco No. 2 Dolgoch waits with the recreation train at Tywyn Wharf on the Saturday, with the tape waiting
to be cut in front of it. Chris White
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wheelbase could be accommodated. This problem was solved by
relaying the track, and in doing
so helping the Crich Tramway get
going.
Track was being recovered
from a derelict lime quarry at
Crich, Derbyshire to relay the Talyllyn, and as a result the location
was brought to the attention of
members of the Tramway Museum
Society, who agreed to lease and
later purchase the site. This site is
now the location of Crich Tramway
Village, and so this museum has
the Talyllyn to thank for ‘finding’
the site for them.
As the number of passengers
grew for the railway, it was clear
that another locomotive was
p Loco No. 2 Dolgoch sat at Rhydyronen station on a photographic spenecessary, but fortunately loco No.
cial over the weekend. Jacinta Kal
6, Douglas, was donated to the
railway from Haydn Jones’ executors.
railway after coming out of service at RAF Calshot.
The railway was reopened under the TRPS’
After being rebuilt from its original 2ft gauge to the
control on May 14 1951, and it is this first train that
Talyllyn’s unusual 2ft 3inches, the loco entered serwas recreated this year. In the first few years of presvice in 1954.
ervation, it was clear that more motive power was
In 1956, the Narrow Gauge Railway Museum
needed, as Talyllyn was not running, and Dolgoch
was created, after volunteers converted an old
was in need of an overhaul.
gunpowder store into a temporary museum buildAs a result, the TRPS purchased two locomoing. In the late 1960s, yet another loco was needed,
tives from the nearby Corris Railway (which was the
so a 3ft gauge loco was purchased from the Irish
same gauge), and had also recently been closed.
Peat Board, and again this loco needed re-gauging
These locomotives (Nos. 3 & 4) were named Sir
and an overhaul. Parts from this loco were used to
Haydn and Edward Thomas respectively, the former
build loco No. 7 Tom Rolt, which was completed in
after Haydn Jones, and the latter after a former
1991, and is named after the author who inspired
manager of the railway.
the preservation.
However, both of these locos encountered
The TRPS had long wanted to extend the
problems when they arrived; No. 4 was not in runrailway along the former mineral extension, and
ning order, so was overhauled free of charge by the
in May 1976, this extension to Nant Gwernol was
Hunslet Engine Company, as their chairman was a
completed. In 2001, when the TRPS celebrated its
member of the TRPS, and No. 3, although running
50th anniversary, money was raised to rebuild Tywyn
well, repeatedly derailed, and it was discovered
Wharf station, and in 2005 the new buildings housthat the track was approximately half an inch wider
ing the museum, cafe and shop were opened by
than it should have been, a deliberate policy done
Prince Charles and The Duchess of Cornwall.
by the previous owners to ensure that Talyllyn’s long
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Over the years, many new passenger vehicles
have been built or bought, to supplement the 19th
century stock, which consisted of four small passenger carriages and one guards van. Notable
coaches include two from the Glyn Valley Tramway, which are used as first class carriages, and a
double saloon coach from the Corris Railway, which
is thought to be the only surviving original Corris
coach, as they now use replicas.
The railway also has many goods wagons and
trucks, such as slate wagons, ballast hoppers and
vans. They also have some ex-Corris wagons, two
of which have, along with the Corris coach, Corris
brake van and Corris loco 3, Sir Haydn, made the
trip to Corris in 2003 to run on the rebuilt Corris line.
• For further information about the railway, and
pictures from the events, please visit
http://www.talyllyn.co.uk/news.



On Saturday 16th July 2011 we celebrate the forming of the
Manchester Transport Historical Collection. Initially set up
to preserve elements of Manchester’s Tramway, the group
soon set up an exhibition and secured the body of 765 for
restoration. The rest, as they say, is history!
The event is only £10 with canapés, buffet, celebration cake,
presentations and free tram rides throughout the evening and
after dusk. Non-members welcome.
Further details on 0161 740 1919
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
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Croydon’s Grand Tram Tour 2011

Pictorial

by Ian Buck

Sunday 8th May 2011 saw a unique event take place on Britain’s fourth second generation tramway - or, to be
precise, two events! Arranged in aid of the Bromley, West Wickham and Hayes Branch of the Royal National
Lifeboat Institute (RNLI), two tram tours took place over the majority of the network, including the rare opportunity to travel on a tram through the tram depot and tram washer! With entertainment and food on board, the
trips were well patronised and popular - Ian Buck was present on the second, and quieter, of the two tours...
p The internal doors to the driver’s cabs
were fitted with these posters, showing the
excellent work that is done by the RNLI and
explaining what the reason for the event is.
pu A special souvenir programme was
produced for the tour, and distributed to all
participants. It shows tram 2540 - the vehicle
used for both tours - poking out of the depot
at Therapia Lane, with a lifeboatman in full kit
posed in front.
u The tour offered the rare opportunity to
travel on a tram through the Tramlink depot at
Therapia Lane - here we see tram 2538 heading a row of four trams on one of the depot
stabling tracks, with a further two behind.
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u The “Lifeboat Special” took in nearly the entire Tramlink system, travelling
to all of the terminuses except for the Elmers End branch, and the Church StreetCentrale curve in Croydon town centre. The tram is pictured here - with an appropriate destination and Lifeboat “headboard” on the driver’s dash - in the platform at
Beckenham Junction.

t Both of the tram tours started and ended at the central location of East
Croydon, the hub of the Tramlink network with all three routes passing through. The
tour loaded and unloaded in the stop’s third, central platform, so as not to impede
on the normal service trams, which continued in operation throughout the day. The
special merely fitted in around the service trams as is customary with these types of
events.
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t After leaving East Croydon, the tram tour headed first to the west and
to Beckenham Junction, as pictured previously. After a stop for photos, the tram
then returned to East Croydon, headed round the loop in the town centre and
back out onto to New Addington branch. This also provided an opportunity for
the tram crew to demonstrate the true performance of the 13-year-old CR4000
tramcars, one of the many highlights from the trip. Tram 2540 is seen here standing at New Addington, still proudly displaying its “Special” destination and RNLI
headboard.

u After leaving New Addington it was back east towards Croydon, with the
tram continuing on through for a final run to Wimbledon prior to the return to East
Croydon and the end of the tour. This was the section of the trip that no doubt
most enthusiasts were looking forward to the most - the chance to ride through
the depot at Therapia Lane and, most importantly, the tram washer. Taken from
on board 2540 is this view of the washer, with sister tram 2549 in the background.
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u The interior of the tram was specially decorated with promotional material for the RNLI, highlighting the reason for the tram tour and raising people’s
awareness of the sterling work that the RNLI perform across the country. This
banner was displayed in the wheelchair area of the tram, whilst, there were also
many posters on board replacing the usual notices found on the tramcars.

t The tram took on a real party atmosphere for the day, with balloons and
streamers adorning the normally rather restrained interior of the tram. The trip was
extremely well organised, with food and refreshments available on board being
served by local school children, with music and singing also provided by a local
choir. The Tramlink staff on board the trips were more than happy to point out
interesting facts as well as answering any questions posed by the participants.
They were also joined by a member of a Lifeboat crew and other volunteers. The
Grand Tram Tour certainly seemed successful, and it is hoped that it managed to
raise plenty of money for this worthy cause.
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Farewell to the 1967 Stock by Jack Gordon - photos Ian Mansfield

May 15th 2011 marked the end of an era. One of the last remaining trains of 1967 London Underground stock - the oldest serving deep level tube stock on the
network - performed a final farewell tour, straying from its normal home on the Victoria line onto the Piccadilly, Metropolitan and District lines for the first - and last
- time ever during a 6-hour run.
shiny aluminium panels, was dePark station in the cab of a train of 67TS, opening
livered in September 1967, to the the era of the trains in style.
Central line’s West Ruislip depot
They soon settled down to a regular working
to allow for testing and commispattern between Walthamstow and Victoria, with
sioning of the new trains, before
the ATO equipment working as it should, the only
they were moved to Hainault
intervention normally required from the operator
for in-service passenger tests to
being to open and close the train doors and push
commence - without the ATO
down the two ‘start’ buttons, with the train then
equipment - on the Woodford to
driving itself at a safe speed to the next station,
Hainault shuttle.
stopping automatically.
Once these tests were
The line was extended to Brixton in 1971, this
completed, the trains were
time opened by Princess Alexandria, and - despite
then hauled by rail, using batnumerous proposals to further extend the line - it retery electric locomotives, to
mains travelling to this point today, one of only two
the Victoria line’s own depot at
Underground lines that are entirely underground
Northumberland Park, where
(save for the depot at Northumberland Park) and
they have lived and been mainthe only line which features an interchange with
tained ever since.
another Underground line or National Rail services
Services commenced on
at every station but one, Pimlico.
the Victoria
The 1967 London Underground train stock
in late 1968,
(67TS) started life in March 1964, when an order was
running only between Highbury
placed with Metro-Cammell for 30 1/2 8-car units
& Islington and Walthamstow
to operate on the newly-constructed Victoria line.
Central and with no opening
The trains were to be amongst the most technologiceremony. The line was opened
cally advanced on the Underground network at the
gradually in stages, with the full
time, boasting full automatic train operation (ATO)
length of the initial line to Viccapabilities to make the new line the world’s first
toria being officially opened by
full-scale automatic railway. They were also the first
Queen Elizabeth II at a ceremotrains on the Underground network to feature the
ny at Victoria station on March
wrap-around cab windows that have since ap7th, 1969. Following the ceremopeared on many designs.
ny, Her Majesty purchased a 5d
The first unit of the stock, featuring unpainted
ticket and travelled to Green
p The Farewell to the 1967 stock started and ended at Seven Sisters on the Victoria Line, a
familiar haunt for the trains which would have performed a similar move on probably every
passenger working they have ever made, due to the location of the line’s depot.
u After a trip to the Northumberland Park depot from Seven Sisters, the train ran to Uxbridge
on the Metropolitan and Picadilly lines, crossing from the Victoria at Finsbury Park. But the million dollar question: just where is Uxbridge on the train’s route diagram?
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Although there have been numerous anecdotes of issues with the ATO system circulate
throughout the stock’s 44 year history, few changes
have been made to the trains, highlighting their
success despite being a far cry from the more
traditional tube trains of old. It was not until the
aftermath of the 1987 King’s Cross fire, which saw
a refurbishment project rolled out across the entire London Underground fleet, when the 67TS was
altered, being completely renovated inside and out
by Tickford Rail at Rosyth Dockyard between 1989
and 1997.
The refurbishment saw the trains lose their unpainted bare metal surfaces, which had not fared
well during their service life thus far, in favour of the
LU corporate colours of white, blue and red, and a
new interior design making use of the Victoria line’s
blue colouring, already heavily present at each station.
Following refurbishment, the trains continued
to run in daily service until the late noughties, when
a major upgrade project across the Victoria line
stipulated the need for the complete replacement of the trains with more modern rolling stock,
dubbed the 2009 train stock (09TS), which gradually
began replacing the older trains from mid-2009 and
will have completely taken over from the 1967 stock

by July of this year. About one train a week is being
sent for scrap, in line with a similar arrival of each
new train.
To mark the end of the line for the 67TS, the
London Transport Museum organised a “First and
Last” railtour on Sunday 15th May,
taking one of the last remaining
sets out for a last run - away from
ATO tube lines - for enthusiasts’. By
Tuesday, the train had been sent for
scrapping.
The units used for the tour were
3133+3071, two 4-car units coupled
together to form a complete 8-car
train. Setting out from Northum-

berland Park depot shortly before 10am, the train
ran empty to platform 4 at Seven Sisters, the third,
terminating platform so as not to disrupt the normal
line service, which remained in operation on all the
underground lines covered throughout, to allow the
assembled masses to board.
Seven minutes after arrival, the train left at
10.13am for the north, returning to Northumberland
Park depot and allowing the rare chance for the
general public to ride over the depot access track
and up into the open. The train spent 5 minutes on
road 60 at the depot, before returning back south
and onto the Victoria mainline, running through
Seven Sisters and towards Finsbury Park.
This is where the first ‘interesting’ manouvere of

p A panoramic view shows the 1967 stock paused at Ealing Broadway for a thirty minute comfort
break, allowing rare photographs to be taken of the 1967 stock outside in the open air and on a
line that isn’t the Victoria - the train on the left is 1992 stock of the Central line, whilst that on the
right is District line ‘D’ stock.
t Another view at Ealing Broadway, this time from the front, clearly shows the headboard that
was carried on both ends of the train, whilst the destination has also been wound to ‘Highnury’ to
give some variety for the many photographers present for the tour. Again, the train behind is 1992
stock of the Central line.
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the day was to take place. There exists a rail connection between the Piccadilly and Victoria lines at
Finsbury Park, built to facilitate the transfer of rolling stock between the central overhaul facilities at
Acton Works and the line’s home depot but nowadays largely only used to allow engineering trains to
access the Victoria. Passenger services have rarely
operated over this link, thus creating the first of a
number of unique experiences on the day.
Once on the Piccadilly, a lengthy run was provided to Uxbridge, fitting in amongst the normal serivce trains on the line and causing many confused
looks from passengers waiting on the platform when
the ‘wrong’ train appeared! Between Rayners Line
and Uxbridge this working was also sharing tracks
with the Metropolitan line, providing further interest
to both participants and photographs alike.
Arriving at Uxbridge’s platform 3 at 11.56am,

a lengthy layover was provided,
to allow those participating to
take a comfort break and allow
for some lunch, departing at
1.11pm back along the route
already traversed as far as Acton Town for a 1.50pm arrival in
platform 4, before contininuing
on back towards Central London
to enter the siding at Baron’s
Court, normally only used by
empty trains.
A quick turnaround saw
the train back at Acton Town
for 2.15pm - this time in the
westbound platform 1 - to commence the final leg of the tour
prior to the return trip to Seven
Sisters.
Heading back out northwards on the Piccadilly line, a switch was soon
made to the District, allowing the trains to visit that
line’s terminus at Ealing Broadway, shared with the
Central line and allowing a second opportunity to
compare the 67TS with more modern rolling stock
in operation on another of the Underground’s ATO
lines. Of course, as previously
mentioned, the 67TS was tested
on a section of the Central line
prior to its introduction, and so it
was nice to be able to bring the
trains near to where they started albeit from a different line and at
the other side of the city!
Ealing Broadway platform
7 was reached at 2.23pm, with
another lengthy layover being

enjoyed prior to depature at 3.08pm. Again, this
provided ample opportunity for the hoardes of
photographers - both waiting at the platform and
participants on the tour - to take numerous photographs of the train set, complete with two other
varieties of Underground in the background - the
Central’s 1992 stock and District’s ‘D’ stock.
After departure, the train returned onto the
Piccadilly line tracks and headed eastbound back
towards Finsbury Park and the crossover manouvere
to the Victoria line, finally arriving back at platform
4 at Seven Sisters at 4pm - just over six hours since
the departure was made. Following the disembarkment of passengers from the units - for the final ever
time - the train left for Northumberland Park depot
at 4.05pm, arriving at the depot at 4.15pm and
bringing to an end its service history, as well saying goodbye to the 1967 train stock. The next time
that this train was to move would be for scrapping,
returning along its farewell route to Acton Works
two days later, before being dispatched to Booth’s
scrap yard in Hull.
The 1967 trains continued in full service across
the line, being supplemented by the newer 2009
stock, until the close of service on Friday 27th May,
when the last train operated along the full line be-

p Ealing Broadway was the final above-ground terminus visited by the tour, running over Distric line metals before returning to the Victoria via the Piccadilly. Although not extremely clear
in this shot, the disparity in platform height can just be ade out from the footplate on the front
of the driver’s cab!
u The train ran throughout the day as very much a ‘walkthrough’ unit, with all of the doors being kept open between cars. This also extended to the driving cabs, affording unique and rare
views through the front window of the train of the line ahead.
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tween Brixton and Walthamstow Central. When the
line re-opened on the next Tuesday following weekend engineering works, the 67TS was supplementing
the 09TS, operating two peak-time-only diagrams
between Brixton and Seven Sisters, the trains now
being prohibited from travelling further north than
this location - except for depot access - following
the switch-on of the new signalling system which is
not compatible with the trains.
Only a handful of the trains are now extant,
and are expected to enjoy another fortnight of
operation before the final day of trains on Friday 1st
July. After this date, none of these stalwarts will be
able to operate on the line, with the service being
taken over entirely by the modern trains which will
also allow them to be used to their full potential and
cause many of the current issues with the Victoria
line to finally dissipate.
To date, just one individual carriages of 1967
stock has been preserved, and this number isn’t
likely to increase owing to a lack of storage space
at the London Transport Museum’s Acton depot
and at any of TfL’s operational Underground depots. Refurbished motor car (‘DM’) 3052, the vehicle
in which the Queen travelled during the official
opening of the line, was withdrawn in October 2010
and is now preserved - in a non-operational condition - in the depot at Acton. It is perhaps a shame
that such an iconic era of rolling stock isn’t going

to enjoy a more active life into
preservation, such as the equally
important 1938 train, although
the technical difficulties of
regularly operating an automatically operated train in manual
mode would pose a rather large
obstacle.
The batton of the oldest deep-surface stock is now
handed to the 1972 trains that
are in operation on the Bakerloo
line, sheduled to continue for a
further 9 years until replacement
in 2020. The trains are almost
identical to the 1967 stock;
indeed, a handful of 1972 units
were converted to operate with
the 67TS.
The next set of withdrawals on the Underground network will be the sub-surface stock that
is in operation on the Metropolitan, District, Hammersmith & City and Circle lines, being gradually
phased out over the next few years for the more
modern ‘S’ stock, which is already entering service
on the Metropolitan line and will have completely
replaced the ‘A’ stock trains by early 2012. With
the Met celebrating it’s 150th Anniversary in 2013,
it is hoped that an equally successful event can be
held to mark the end of the line’s stalwart
fleet.
•
Our thanks go to Ian Mansfield for
supplying the photographs of the trip
- more can be seen on his website
http://www.ianvisits.co.uk.
pu Uxbridge saw an interesting juxtaposition during the tour. The Victoria line train is
sat in the Metropolitan platforms at Uxbridge, displaying the destination of ‘King’s
Cross’ - though sadly the unit would be
passing through the deep-level Piccadilly
line station rather than the sub-surface one.
t The Victoria line’s manager, John Doyle,
was available throughout the trip.
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On Saturday 16th July 2011 we open our doors to
recently joined and prospective members to show you
what goes on at the Tramway. You can...






Best of all, the event is FREE to members who have joined in the last
5 years, or only £12 to join on the day. You may even bring a guest to
come and see how you get on. Further details on 0161 740 1919
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
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Events Diary
24th June 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11AM and 2PM, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50
concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More
information on the London Transport Museum
website.

25th June 2011
Acton Depot

Guided Tours: The
opportunity to take a
look inside the London
Transport Museum’s
Acton Depot, including
the poster and artwork
store, drawing store,
small and large object
stores and the bus and
rail sheds. Tours start at
11AM and 2PM, and
cost adults £10 and £8.50
concessions. Tickets must
be pre-booked. More

information on the London Transport Museum
website.

Blackpool Tramway

Tram Tour: Join the LTT, for
their annual ‘totallyTransport’ opener tram tour.
The tour is scheduled to
operate from 10.30AM
until 4PM, and will utilise
Brush car 632 and newlyoutshopped Balloon 715
in the 1970s fleet livery
of half green and half
cream. Tickets cost £10
and will be available to
buy from the LTT website
shortly. Full details of
the route are still to be
confirmed, though the
tramway is not expected
to be open beyond Little
Bispham.

Crich Tramway Village

1950s weekend: A gala
of 1950s music, cars and
styles brings the Village
to life. Premier Event

Seaton Tramway

Tapas Evening: 19302200 enjoy a taste of

Back Cover Caption

The full line up for the photo shoot – Balloon 708
heads an impressive convoy of six trams, with
Boat 605, OMO 8, Balloon 710, Railcoach 680
and Brush Car 625 all lined up along Blundell
Street prior to being called forward for their
individual photographs to be taken. Andrew
Blood

http://www.tramways-monthly.com

the Mediterranean at
Colyton Station with
a Tapas Evening and
optional tram ride. Fantastic Spanish food and
the odd glass of sangria.
Tickets cost £17 for Tapas
and tram and £12 for just
the Tapas. The tram will
depart Seaton at 1900
returning from Colyton at
2200. Advance Booking
essential.

26th June 2011
Blackpool Tramway

totallyTransport: The
annual transport event
in Blackpool returns will
all the usual treats expected including classic
cars on display, classic
buses, coaches and
commercial vehicles on
display, enthusiast trade
stalls, tram models and
a Vintage Tram service.
Further details will be announced on our website
and in the magazine
once known.

Crich Tramway Village

1950s weekend: A gala

Magazine Information

of 1950s music, cars and
styles brings the Village
to life. Premier Event

East Anglian Transport Museum

Bus and Coach Event
2011: This event will see
a large number of both
vintage and modern
buses on display at the
museum and gives you
the chance to sample
the Museum’s fleet of
historic buses out on the
road. A network on free
services will link the rally
with both Lowestoft and
Beccles. Open 10301700.

27th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

28th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

29th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

30th June 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

1st July 2011
Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

2nd July 2011
Isle of Man

Victorian Extravaganza:
Based at Laxey station
on the Manx Electric
Railway, travel back to
the Victorian era, with
memorabilia displays,
actors in period costume, Victorian entertainment such as Punch
& Judy and silver rings
and much more!

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.
Pimms, Afternoon Tea,
Strawberries and cream
and clotted cream teas.
Relax on the platform
and watch the world
go by.

3rd July 2011
Isle of Man

Victorian Extravaganza:
Based at Laxey station
on the Manx Electric
Railway, travel back to
the Victorian era, with
memorabilia displays,
actors in period costume, Victorian entertainment such as Punch
& Judy and silver rings
and much more!

Seaton Tramway

Finals Week at Wimbledon: Celebrate the finals
week at Wimbledon at
the Seaton Tramway’s
Tramstop Restaurant.

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany as
the pole is swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!

Website of the Month

My Website of the Month for June is no
doubt another one that many of you will
be familiar with. Online since 2002, it has
been mentioned many times within these
pages and remains as one of the best
places to get up to date on all of the latest tramway and light rail news.
It is, of course, Gareth Prior’s excellent British Trams Online website, one of
the first such sites to be launched covering all of the UK’s tramways and light railways, and has charted the development
and growth of the tram during that time.
Boasting image galleries, articles,
tram profiles and a comprehensive
events calendar, the site is normally
updated every Sunday with one of the
most comprehensive collections of tramway news - and more - anywhere on the
Internet.
Personally, I think that one of the
best aspects of the website is the inclu-

sion of the original source for every news
story covered, allowing people to follow
up the information provided and often
find out more about something that is
being covered. Sadly, though this does
seem to have slipped slightly over the
past couple of months, but this is not
a massive detail when the entire site is
taken in context!
If you’ve never visited this website
before then I would highly reccommend
a glance - even if British trams aren’t
really your ‘thing’ - and you can find it
at http://www.britishtramsonline.co.uk.
Highly reccommended!
• Do you have a website or blog that
you think could become a future
Website of the Month? If so, please
email the editor via the email address listed earlier on and he will take
a look and consider it!

Tramways Monthly
Last Weekend 2011 Tram Tours

Tribute to the Thirties

Saturday 5th November 2011
Departs Pleasure Beach 11am using
open Boat 600 and Balloon 717.
Tickets £10 per person

Twin Car Twilight

All Change!
Manchester Transport Museum
Heaton Park
Manchester
M25 5SW
Registered as a Charity: Number 505601

Website
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
Email
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
Tel
0161 740 1919 or 01282 436 802

In order to relieve the operating burden of our valuable historic tramcars and to
provide sufficient suitable vehicles to operate any future extensions, the MTMS has
acquired a number of tramcars. These, along with other trams from the Greater
Manchester area are currently in storage in various locations. All of these vehicles
ultimately need to move to Heaton Park, some will have to move by the end of 2011.
In order to do this, we need to put up additional covered depot accommodation in
which to house them. As a result we are currently in discussions with a number of
parties including Manchester City Council as to the location of this initial structure
which will be capable of housing 3 Blackpool trams and 2 4-wheel trams. We have set
an initial figure of at least £20,000 for the project which we hope to complete in 2011.
Therefore the 'sponsor a foot' appeal is now online. You can sponsor a square foot of
depot for just £10! Each sponsor receives a certificate and their name on the 'foot
chart' There is no limit to how many square feet you can sponsor - any surplus funds
will be used for moving trams and go towards the next phase.

Sunday 6th November 2011
Departs Pleasure Beach 11am using
Twin set 672+682.
Tickets £10 per person

You can help by sponsoring now, using paypal on the website.
Postal sponsor form are available on the website and in the museum.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com/tram-tours-2011
http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Next Time...

totallyTransport 2011

Andrew Blood

The annual totallyTransport event will take place this year on June 26th. In a
now familiar format, New South Promenade will be closed to traffic and feature
displays of vintage vehicles and trade stalls. For the trams, it will be a quiet year
with many of the interesting members of the fleet confined to depot. However,
Tramways Monthly will be there throughout the event and will bring you extensive
coverage and photographs next time...

In a shunt move on the Birkenhead Heritage Tramway, newly restored Birkenhead 20 has ventured on a test run for the first time and, in order to extract it
from the depot, Liverpool 245 emerged into daylight for the first time in several
years. See Tramways Monthly issue 29 for pictures of these rare moves...

Mike Mercer

Re-birth of the Baby
Grand progresses

Only in Tra mways Monthly Issue 29 - Out Soon!
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